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Fertilizer tracking and personal weather stations added to GreenKeeper
February 16, 2017
We are continuing to improve our free turf management website, GreenKeeper. This winter we’ve
added a granular products and fertilizers feature and switched to Weather Underground to power the
weather data. Using Wunderground allows turfgrass managers to add a personal weather station to
their facility and have it drive PGR GDD and even disease models (starting this summer).
Many new features will be added over the next year. Some include active inventories that track the cost
of each application, sprayer calibration tools, a more robust weather interface, and a soil test
interpreter that will analyze your soil test results and fertilization history to help guide fertilization apps.
We are also adding more products to the public databases this spring with the help of many turf
companies.
If you haven’t tried GreenKeeper lately, please login and check out the changes; especially if that terrible
Twitter bug turned you off to GreenKeeper last season. To help learn how to use the site, I’ve written a
user manual located here. Also, find video tutorials at http://turf.unl.edu/video-tutorials.
You can find the website at GreenKeeperApp.com on your web-browser. Note, it is a website. It is not
located in the App Store or on Google Play. Join today and setup your course for 2017.
Bill Kreuser, Assistant Professor, Extension Turfgrass Specialist, wkreuser2@unl.edu

Track your fertilizer additions easily with the new fertilizer dashboard on the
homepage of GreenKeeper. The site is also helpful when figuring out nutrient
content in those tricky liquid fertilizer applications.
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